
Dear Singers, 
 
The moment has arrived! Our Holidays Around the World video will be 
released tomorrow (Sunday) morning – available on our website from about 8:00 am on, and 
there will also be an e-news announcement sent out to the public at 11:30 am. In addition to 
the music we recorded this fall there are archival videos from past performances involving both 
Eugene Concert Choir and Eugene Vocal Arts. 
  
With all of the different types of video releases, I know it can be confusing. This is not a “pay-
per-view” and it is not a live-streamed event at a certain time. This is a YouTube release that 
will be available to you from tomorrow on, for free, for as long as you want to view it and as 
many times as you want to revisit it. It is our gift to the community. My husband Greg 
suggested that we try to rival the yule log video and just play it in a running loop over and over 
throughout the holidays. 
  
I can’t thank you all enough for being such brave souls to contend with the challenges of 
preparation and recording in this strange and individually responsible process. I have worked 
for hours and days on end with our audio engineer Billy Barnett and our video engineer Mark 
Stafford over the last three weeks and witnessed the magic they created, weaving all of these 
disparate strands together to make a cohesive whole. There was so much to put together. 
There is more that I would do, but the element of time has wrapped it up and now we must let 
it fly. I have made sure that every singer appears, at least for a second or two, in the newly 
recorded content. I would have liked to give some of you more time on camera, but the race to 
sort through all of the footage and piece it together had to come to a close. I hope you will 
enjoy what we created. 
  
When we launched this project, neither the recording engineer nor I knew whether or not this 
recording process of bringing together individual voices in this way would result in it sounding 
like a “choir.” I am happy to say that it most definitely and wonderfully did. A beautiful, 
excellent choir. 
  
Enjoy our Holidays Around the World video and share it with your friends, colleagues and 
family. 
  
Diane 
 


